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IN an endeavour to facilitate easy registration and availability Felling of trees an offence
of `safe blood' to the people of Chennai, Jeevan Blood Bank
Want to donate blood? Just
and Airtel have launched the `Be a blood donor — Save a life' SMS
project on Thursday.
With this initiative, getting donors and signing up to become
donors is merely a matter of a brief SMS. All prospective
donors need to do is type in their blood type, followed by a
space, in turn followed by the area code and send the
message to 106. Subsequently they will be included in the list
of donors and their numbers will be provided to patients.
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Those who need donors, too, will follow the format stated
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themselves of the voice registration facility.
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While, at the moment, this provision is only for Airtel
subscribers, non-Airtel subscribers can also avail themselves
of the facility, by dialling the number 98403 00622.
"The entire aim of the project is to facilitate a simple way of
registering and to enrol voluntary donors and to make
Chennai entirely self-sufficient in blood donation," Dr P.
Srinivasan, Director, Jeevan Blood Bank and Research Centre.
He continued, adding that, "a large part of the project was to
automate as much as possible in terms of facility".
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Once enrolled, donors could choose how frequently they would
like to donate blood. There was also the option for them to
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drop out, if they chose to, Dr Srinivasan said.
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Other choices like sending thank you messages from patients IIMC launches 2003
Business Plan contest
to donors will soon be available. "What we are ultimately
aiming at is a central command for anything related to blood," Training in construction tech
said Dr Srinivasan.
The facility is not exclusive to Jeevan, and is open to other
blood banks as well.
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